RLASD Elementary Distance Learning 4K

Week 7: May 18th-22nd

Even though we have recommended , you can do things when you want and have time for them during the week. Don’t panic, you are doing great! Play and read!

Gross Motor/Play

Math

Small Motor

Literacy

Social Emotional

Monday
May 18th

Sticky Spider Web
Place masking tape, duct
tape, electrical tape, etc
across a doorway in a
web pattern. Have your
child throw crumpled up
paper at the web. Did it
stick?

Number Train
Provide numbers 10-20 on
small squares of paper.
Have your child line them
up in a row in the correct
order to form a number
train!

Fly Fishing
Provide a cup or bowl for
your child. Have them lay on
their tummies and flip fish
crackers, plastic fish,
sweedish fish, etc.. at the cup
or bowl. Did they fly into the
container?

Cereal Names
Using a cup of cereal have
your child spell their name out
on the table floor or paper
using the cereal. When they
have finished they may eat
their name up!

Mindful Monday

Tuesday
May 19th

Bed Sheet Parachute
Use a bed sheet or
blanket, you and your
child each grab an end.
Put stuffed animals or
soft objects in the middle.
Practice working together
to move it up and down
and make the objects fly!

Coin Sort
Grab your change jar or a
handful of change and
have your child sort by coin
type. When they are done,
ask them which group has
more/less? How did you
sort them?

Button Slits
Cut slits in an empty snack
box or cereal box. Give your
child buttons, coins, or other
flat objects to put in through
the slits. Talk about the size
of objects you are putting in.
Picture Click Here

Rhyming Basket
Place some household
objects in a container. Give
your child a word and say find
the object that sounds like…..
For example, if you have a
car in your basket/bowl say
“Find the thing that sounds
like “Jar”’

Talk about it Tuesday
SELF TALK
Yes I can
I can do it
It will be OK
I will try
I can try again
It is hard and hard is ok

Wednesday
May 20th

Special Race
Set up a race and run it
with someone special.
See who is faster. You
could time it and see if
you can beat the time.

Puzzle
Build a puzzle together. If
you have one you can use
that’s fine or you can draw
a picture together and cut it
apart into pieces and
remake your drawing by
putting pieces together.

Shadow Drawings
Place items on the side of a
piece of paper in the sun and
trace the shadow.

Outside Reading
Grab a favorite book and sit
under a tree and read
outside.Ask questions about
the book. How do characters
feel? Is there a problem?

Wacky Wednesday

Thursday
May 21st

Simon Says
You can make up your
own fun simon says
activities

Find the Shapes
Go for a walk outside or
wander around the house.
Find different items that
match the shapes. For
example; the top of a
popcan or a rolled up hose
could look like a circle.

Outside Fun
Go outside and collect some
items and create an object.

Letter Hop
Put letters in a line (flash
cards, sidewalk chalk, and
hop over them and say the
letter and sound as they hop
over.

Example
Another Example

Check off sheet

ABC Yoga

Use your bed sheet and
make a fort

Thoughtful Thursday
Help the adults in your house
solve problems
Problem Solving Steps
Solution Cards

